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Boulder, CO, Jan. 26 (UPI) -- The modern era of animals usually is called the Age of Mammals, but any objective tallying of the score would have to change that designation to the Age of Insects.

Insects are among the most numerous and successful of creatures. According to the 1995 paper, "Assessing Extinction Rates," by Oxford University zoologist Robert May and colleagues, despite the onslaught waged against them almost since there have been humans, insects have managed to avoid the disappearing fate that has befallen so many other fauna.

There are perhaps a million different species of taxonomic Class Insecta. Only 61 of them have been declared extinct since 1600 -- which approximately is how far back modern science can track such things -- a rate of 0.006 percent. A little less than 900 insect species are even currently threatened, according to the Red Book by the IUCN -- the World Conservation Union -- for a rate of 0.09 percent.

Compared to the IUCN "threatened" rate of about 11 percent for mammals and birds and...
33 percent for some kinds of plants, it seems clear insect will be able to withstand the threats of extinction for much, much longer.

One reason for this success is they have developed virtually every method of evolutionary adaptation to insure their survival, including some that eerily echo human behavior -- especially ants.

Ants have been around for 100 million years and their species number more than 10,000. They inhabit almost every livable corner of the planet. They also take slaves, fight wars, build highways, practice agriculture and police their societies.

A recent study of harvester ants, by biologist Sara Helms Cahan and colleagues at the University of Vermont, has shown a remarkable blurring of the lines of what makes a species. Two different harvester varieties have been shown to interbreed to create sterile hybrid workers for both species. They have developed such a hard-wired genetic mechanism that "pure-lineage eggs failed to develop into workers even when interlineage brood were not present," they wrote in the Dec. 31 issue of Current Biology.

Helms Cahan's group discovered that both of the species involved have effectively given up the ability to produce pure-species workers in favor of the hybrids, thereby becoming completely dependent on one another for survival.

One of the first things they teach you in Evolution 101 is hybrids are usually deleterious to a species. Despite the introduction of "hybrid vigor" in managed species such as dogs, cats and cattle, when genes mutate in nature, those mutations almost always are fatal, whether in the short-term or long-term. It is the occasional successful mutation, acted upon by natural selection, that allows evolution.

"Any genetic change for random mutation -- that's overwhelmingly negative," Helms Cahan told UPI's Blue Planet. "Something that's never been tested by nature, but here we have two complexes of genes that have encountered the environment before."

The genetic assortment is not random, she continued. "They are combining genes that might add up together. They are adapted to work within their own community of genes. Here we have two separate gene pools that interbreed to produce workers. In every
generation, the genes meet each other, but never get a chance to recombine."

The only other such case known is a species of fire ant in Texas, Helms Cahan said. There may be other cases of successful hybridization in nature, but what this means is hybridization between species is much more important than we would have thought.

"We've always thought of evolution (as) being species dividing from one another," she said, "but they often come back together. This can produce incredible novelty. It's been known in plants, but in animals it's been discounted as an important force."

In addition to this anomalous hybridization behavior, ants and other eusocial insects, as they are called -- primarily bees and wasps -- recently have offered their advice on policing in human societies.

One way eusocial insects ensure order in their colonies is by making certain only one of their number grows up to be the reproducing queen.

"Social insects have several methods of policing," said Francis Ratnieks and Tom Wenseleers -- at the University of Sheffield in England and the Institute of Advanced Study in Berlin, respectively -- in the Jan. 7 issue of the journal Science.

"The best known is 'worker policing.' whereby workers kill eggs laid by other workers."

Ratnieks and Wenseleers say the lessons from social insects may have applications to human societies. "By showing that individuals are less likely to exploit society when policing is more effective," they wrote, "studies of insects indicate that effective policing can induce individuals to act in ways there are better for society."

In insect societies, Ratnieks and Wenseleers continued, this means policing consolidates the basic inequality between queens and workers, while policing in human societies has been used by repressive regimes to sustain inequalities -- and has generated the negative connotation of the phrase, police state.

"A human police state, in which policing is used to promote greater equality and justice, is not an unattractive prospect," they said.
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